INVITATION TO SUBMIT MANUSCRIPTS FOR A SPECIAL ISSUE OF

The role of administrative data in empirical inequality research

The Journal of Income Distribution (JID) invites manuscripts for the Special Issue “The role of administrative data in empirical inequality research.” The Journal of Income Distribution is one of the oldest inequality journals. It offers to scholars the opportunity to disseminate their research on the measurement, the causes, and the consequences of income distribution and redistribution.

The special issue “The role of administrative data in empirical inequality research” encourages papers that expand existing perspectives of quantitative descriptions of inequalities through the use of administrative data. It will cover different aspects of empirical modeling of distributions, dealing with the advantages and disadvantages of administrative and survey data in particular. Articles that provide quantitative insights into the role of administrative data in inequality research linked with income, wealth, and related concepts will be considered.

The anticipated publication of the Special Issue is tentatively scheduled for July 2017. The deadline for submission of manuscripts is January 15, 2017. Authors interested in participating in this special issue should contact the Managing Editors (cschroeder@diw.de) as soon as possible.

Manuscripts will be peer-reviewed, following standard journal procedures. All communications on manuscript submission and reviews will be managed within the JID System. This system will be used to facilitate review and revision of manuscripts. Upon manuscript submission, please indicate that your manuscript is prepared for the special issue on administrative data and inequality.

For further information on submitting papers visit the journal website http://www.jid-online.org/
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